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reinfection with HDV; indicating lack of vigorous immune protection (Govindarajan et aL.,
1986b ).

Woodchucks persistently infected with WH showed biological and pathological
features similar to those seen in humans, with sorne differences. As in humans, superinfection

of chronic WHV carriers resulted in persistent HDV infection of aIl animais. Viraemia
developed after incubation periods of one to seven weeks, depending on the infecting dose,
followed by cyclic fluctuations coincident with HDV RNA expression within the liver-cell
nucleI. ln the course of seriaI transmission, an increase in the degree of the infectious
potential for HDV was observed (Ponzetto et al., 1991). AnimaIs immunized with purified

cloned HDAg were not protected against infectious HDV inoculates (Karayiannis et al.,
1992).

5. Summary of Data Reported and Evaluation
5.1 Exposure data

Hepatitis D virus (HDV) exists as a satellte agent of hepatitis B virus (HBV). The viral

genome is a circular RNA molecule about 1700 bases long, and HDV antigen is the only
known protein that it encodes. The antigen is required for viral replication in hepatocyes.

Because hepatitis B surface antigen forms the envelope of HDV; HBV infection is a
prerequisite for formation of HDV particles. HDV infection has been detected only in
humans, although the agent can be transmitted to HBV-infected chimpanzees and to
woodchucks infected with woodchuck hepatitis virus.

RDV infection can be identified in serum by detecting antibody to HDV (anti-HD)
and/or HDV RNA; HDV antigen can also be detected immunohistochemically in hepatocyes. ln co-infection, HDV RNA and immunoglobulin M class anti-HD appear, followed
by the transient appearance of immunoglobulin G class anti-HD. Superinfection usually
results in chronic infection, viraemia and persistence of anti-HD.
ln countries where endemicity for HBV is low, the prevalence of HDV infection is low,
except among intravenous drug users and recipients of blood products. ln are

as of inter-

mediate and high endemicity for HBV; the prevalence of HDV infection is highly variable: ln
general, it is rare in Asia, but up to one-half of individuals with chronic HBV infection in parts
of southern Europe, the Middle East, Afica, the Pacific Basin and the Amazon region may

be infected with RDv. Marked variations in the prevalence of HDV infection are found
within countries and sometimes between ethnic groups.
The predominant route of transmission in countries of high endemicity is unknown, that

in countries of low endefficity appears to be parenteral. Sexual transmission also occurs.
HDV co- or superinfection generaIIy results in a more severe clinical course than HBV
infection alone. RDV superinfection is associated more frequently with progressive liver
one.
Immunoprophylaxis with HBV vaccine is presumed to protect the individual against

disease and cirrhosis thanHBV infection al

co-infection but cannot protect HBV carriers against superinfection with RDv. Immune
globulin do

available.

es not protect against HDV superinfection, and no specific HDV vaccine is
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5.2 Human carcinogenicity data

Several case series showed no evidence of HDV infection among cases of hepatocellular
carcinoma, while others reported high levels of infection.

ln two case-control studies of hepatocellular carcinoma and HDV infection among
subjects seropositive for hepatitis B surface antigen, there were no anti-HD-seropositive
individuals among cases or controls. Three further case-control studies suggested a positive
association but had Iimited statistical power.

5.3 Animal carcinogenicity data
No adequate data were available to the Working Group.

5.4 Other relevant data
Case series suggest that chronic hepatitis and cirrhosis develop more rapidly in patients
infected with both HBV and HDV than in those infected with HBV alone.
5.5 Evaluation 1

There is inadequate evidence in humans for the carcinogenicity of infection with hepatItis
D virus.
There is inadequate evidence in experimental animais for the carcinogenicity of infection
with hepatitis D virus.

Overall evaluation

Infection with hepatitis D virus is not classifiable as to ils carcinogenicity to humans
(Group 3).
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